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The Great Inundation of 1771 and the Rebuilding of the North-East’s

Bridges

R. W. Rennison

In 1771 a major flood on the rivers of north- All but one of the bridges were of masonry –
arched in form – and the majority of thoseeast England led to the destruction of many

bridges. As an entity, the programme of damaged or destroyed were the responsibility
of the Counties’ Justices and administeredreconstruction has never before been recorded

and this paper has been prepared in an effort to through Quarter Sessions; some bridges, how-
ever, were built under the aegis of private indi-rectify this omission. The majority of the bridges

were the property of the respective County viduals or bodies. Rebuilding work was the
responsibility of either the officers of the Coun-administrations and, in order to describe the

rebuilding, the Quarter Sessions records of the ties’ government or consultants. Brief bio-
graphical details of some of these are given infour counties affected have been used extensively.
the Appendix – their names are followed by an
asterisk (*) where they appear in the text.
Bridge rebuilding took place at the time of theINTRODUCTION
formation of a civil engineering profession –
the Society of Civil Engineers was founded inIn the history of river crossings in the north
1771 – and it brought to the area two of itseast of England, the major flood of 1771 – the
earliest and most distinguished members, John‘Great Inundation’ – was a landmark, resulting
Smeaton and Robert Mylne, although theyas it did in the destruction of a score of bridges
were not solely responsible for reconstructionon the rivers Tyne, Wear and Tees. The Tyne
work; much was undertaken by locally-basedwas the worst affected and it was reported
engineers and architects.contemporaneously that there was ‘‘not one

bridge standing on either North or South Tyne,
out of about thirteen or fourteen, except one,
called Corbridge’’.1 In spite of the magnitude THE FLOOD OF 1771
of the inundation, nevertheless two further very
significant floods followed, in 1782 and in 1815; On Saturday and Sunday, 16/17 November

1771, the north east of England was subjectedboth of them caused substantial damage but
did not have such disastrous consequences as to a disastrous flood which destroyed or dam-

aged many of the bridges on the rivers Tyne,had the earlier occurrence.
The three floods resulted in an unpreceden- Wear and Tees, in addition to causing extensive

riparian damage as well as several deaths. Theted demand for bridge building on all three
rivers; in order to give a cohesive account of result of torrential rainfall in the Pennines,

where all three rivers originate in close proxim-this work it was decided that this paper should
cover only the period 1771 to 1815, dealing ity to each other, the inundation was such that

the flows then experienced have not beenwith each river in turn and describing events on
each of them in sequence from source to sea. exceeded since and it is ‘‘probable that the flow

in this extraordinary flood was at least twiceThe locations of the bridges in question are
shown on the accompanying map (fig. 1). the highest measured in recent decades’’.2 On
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Fig. 1 The bridges damaged or destroyed by the 1771 flood. [R. W. Rennison]
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the Tyne, the flood was perhaps not unpreced- with the damage being estimated at £800.7
Flooding also occurred at the Teams, Scots-ented as an apparently greater flood had

occurred in 1339 when a section of Newcastle’s wood and Newburn.
As would be expected, the greatest publicitytown wall had been destroyed, resulting in more

than 100 deaths.3 was given to Newcastle where, in addition to
the collapse of the bridge (fig. 2), there wasDamage caused by the rise in the rivers took

four forms: shipping; simple flooding by the widespread flooding of the lower parts of the
town, from the Close to the Ouseburn.8 Thevirtually static rise of water; the carrying away

of persons and property; and the destruction of collapse of the bridge, with its houses and
shops, cost the lives of six people but the extens-the region’s bridges. Bridge damage and

rebuilding forms the basis for this paper and is ive flooding – the river level was said to be 12ft
above normal high water9 – led to much distresscovered in detail – river by river – in the narrat-

ive which follows. Although the matter of flood on the part of the inhabitants; a contemporary
account noted that ‘‘in every house near thedamage generally has been fully described in

contemporary accounts, nevertheless some River an immense quantity of mud and ooze’’10
had been left when the flood abated. Shippingdetails must be included to show its extent.

The chronology is difficult to establish as was also the subject of damage. All the mer-
chandise lying on the Quay was carried away asmuch of the damage occurred during the hours

of darkness, greatly adding to the terror which were almost all the ships; ‘‘three sloops and a
brig were driven upon the Quayside, and leftwas undoubtedly induced by the happening.

The inhabitants of the flooded downriver towns there’’11 and much shipping was swept down-
river where many boats and keels were strandedwere puzzled by the lack of accompanying rain-

fall as they had experienced only a light fall: the on the river’s banks or were carried out to sea,
with some wrecked along the coast. Down-Rev. John Wesley – being appraised of the

calamity when in London – noted that there stream of Newcastle, however, perhaps because
of the widening of the river valley and thehad been but ‘‘a little mizzling rain till the very

hour when the rivers rose . . . Such an over- beneficial effects of Jarrow Slake, the flood was
little higher than a spring tide.12 The bed of theflowing . . . none ever saw before . . .’’.4 Wesley,

however, had been misinformed as to rainfall river was so altered by the flood that Trinity
House requested that a survey be made ‘‘thatin the rivers’ headwaters and although no

figures were available it was recorded that at ships might be conducted up and down with
the usual safety’’.13Kendal, for example, it had rained for three

days and nights.5 Although not specifically recorded, the flood
must have severed the water supply to New-On the Tyne, a house was swept away at

Featherstone; near Haltwhistle damage castle’s wealthier inhabitants, then provided by
a pipe carrying water from Gateshead Fell overoccurred to fields; part of the town of Hexham

was flooded; and Bywell was severely affected the bridge and so to storage tanks in the town.
Fortuitously, a proposal had earlier been madeas a result of a weir in the river causing water to

back up, so causing the collapse of ten houses for a new system, bringing water from
Coxlodge to a reservoir at the south end of theand resulting in extensive damage to other

property, including the village’s two churches Town Moor. All this planned work was com-
pleted by mid-December 1771,14 implying thatand the churchyard itself where ‘‘dead bodies

and coffins were torn out of the church-yard, the town was without its main source of water
only for a month; other public supplies wereand the living and the dead promiscuously

clashed in the torrent’’.6The most concentrated available during the hiatus.
On the river Wear, too, much damage wasloss of life occurred at Ovingham where the

boat house was carried away with eight deaths occasioned although it was principally to ship-
ping rather than to property or lives. Some 34while at Wylam damage was confined to prop-

erty; 300 acres of coal-workings were flooded ships were wrecked on the bar and almost 200
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Fig. 2 The ruins of Newcastle bridge following the flood of 16/17 November 1771. [J. Brand, The History and
Antiquities . . . of Newcastle (London, 1789)]

keels were carried down the river and so to the of two of them were ruined; more than 30
horses were drowned underground. Floodingsea where many were wrecked.15 It was

recorded that ‘‘many men and boys were was also experienced at Chester-le-Street and
at Durham where ‘’the inhabitants in the lowerdrowned’’;16 their number has not been accur-

ately ascertained although it was written that parts of the two Elvets sustained great dam-
age’’,18 a result of the water being eight feeteight or nine bodies came ashore in the harbour

that morning. The force of the flood damaged higher than ever before.
The towns on the banks of the river Tees didthe pier at the mouth of the Wear, some of the

damage due to the force of water and some to not escape the inundation and both Stockton
and Yarm were affected, the latter being almostships driven against it. Ballast had been cast up

in the river between Biddick Ford and Sun- completely under water, in places to a depth of
12ft. Several houses were destroyed and sevenderland and its removal was put in hand imme-

diately; some 3000 tons of material were people drowned. The bridge at Yarm had been
unable to pass the flow in the river with thesubsequently moved.17 Plans for the pier’s

reconstruction were made by the Commis- result that a ‘‘dreadful torrent’’19 ran down the
west side of the town. In the vicinity of Dar-sioners’ engineer, Joseph Robson, who was also

responsible for the removal of the ballast. lington, damage was occasioned to roads and
fields whilst at Gainford part of the churchyardThree collieries on the Wear – North Biddick,

Chater’s Haugh and Low Lambton – were was swept away, taking with it coffins and
corpses. A walk-mill at Piercebridge wasflooded and the Newcomen-type steam engines
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destroyed and at Croft the church was flooded. over several days and was stopped only by the
river Esk, which was ‘‘rendered as black asAdditionally, there was much damage of a

more minor nature. At Barnard Castle the ink’’25 as a result.
Flood damage resulted in funds being estab-river’s flow was such that the bridge’s arches

could not cope and the flood washed away the lished to assist financially those who had lost
their houses and possessions. Newcastle Cor-southern approach to the bridge, taking away

eight houses. Nearby mills suffered and many poration, in November, arranged a meeting ‘‘to
take into consideration and set on foot a sub-cattle were killed but fortunately there was no

loss of human life. scription for the relief of sufferers by the late
floods’’,26 the Council subscribing an immedi-Although the major destruction caused by

the floods was principally in the North-East, ate £200, later increased to £250; £100 went to
Newcastle and £50 each to Northumberland,nevertheless the effects of the torrential rain

were also felt in Cumberland and Westmor- Durham and Yorkshire. Those affected by the
flood in Northumberland were assisted by aland, a point not always taken as being part of

the same phenomenon. At Appleby, part of the fund which classified the degree of damage
suffered; some £2200 was distributed. On thetown was flooded and much damage of a minor

nature ensued, including some disturbance to Wear a subscription list was opened by the
Dean and Chapter of Durham and the amountthe foundations of the church; nearby, Bolton

mill was destroyed. Carlisle experienced the subscribed soon amounted to £1709. A sum of
£41 was paid to five widows ‘‘whose husbandsgreatest flood ever known, but without great

damage, other than the destruction of a mill at were lost at Sunderland in Assisting the Dis-
tressed Sufferers there’’.27 Figures are difficultBotcherby; there was no loss of life. At Kendal,

however, three lives were lost when Wenning- to reconcile but it is recorded that some £31,000
was subscribed to relieve the suffering inton bridge collapsed and at Beetham graves

were washed open.20 At Dalston, Hawksdale Northumberland and Durham.28
bridge was ‘‘carried away by the great
Floods’’;21 its rebuilding was put in hand in
1773. THE FLOODS OF 1782 AND 1815

The other major associated event associated
with the flooding was the irruption on 16 Nov- Although the date of 1815 has been taken as
ember of Solway Moss, an area of some 1300 the cutoff point for this paper, another signi-
acres ten miles to the north of Carlisle. An ficant inundation took place before that time,
account of the event described the area as a on Sunday, 10 March 1782, the result of a fall
‘‘sort of moss covered at top with a heath, and of snow followed by heavy rain; it was said that
coarse aquatic grasses; but so soft and watery the river Tyne had risen to a level higher than
below, that if a pole is once thrust through the ever remembered, other than in 1771.29 The
turf, it can easily be pushed through perhaps 15 flood brought down three bridges on the Tyne
or 20 feet long, to the bottom’’.22 The rainfall, but without loss of life. The principal casualty
‘‘such a deluge . . . as has not been known, for was the destruction of the bridge at Hexham
at least 200 years’’,23 caused the Moss, at a level but, in addition, that at Ridley Hall was carried
above the surrounding firm ground, to erupt away and Haydon Bridge was badly
on its north-east side, whereupon ‘‘it rolled damaged.30
forward like a torrent, and continued its course Like the 1782 flood that of Saturday, 30
above a mile, sweeping along with it houses and December 1815 was to affect the river Tyne
trees . . .’’.24 No lives were lost but some 35 catchment more than those of the Wear and
families lost their houses and livestock while Tees. This rise in river flow was the result of a
the dislodged material covered an area of some rapid thaw with heavy rain, the Tyne described
400 acres, in places to a depth of approximately as ‘‘a resistless torrent’’,31 its level second only

to the 1771 flood. Although it did not ‘‘rise toeight feet, or even deeper. The flow continued
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so great a height, yet the injury which has been and 3 am on 17 November 1771, the times at
which the several bridges collapsed is notsustained does not probably fall far short’’32 of

the 1771 event; it was reported that at Green- known.
head the flood was actually six inches higher
than in 1771.33 Newcastle quayside was again

Alstonflooded, timber to an estimated value of
£20,000 was washed downriver and shipping The flood of 1771 destroyed the bridge at
was damaged. Agricultural land, especially at Alston, under the jurisdiction of the Cum-
Ovingham and Bywell, was flooded and sheep berland County Justices, and it was immedi-
were drowned. Fears were expressed as to the ately decided that it should be rebuilt, an
safety of Newcastle bridge where three arches advertisement being placed seeking contractors
were ‘‘almost totally choked with keels and to undertake the work.41 In the interim period,
rafts of timber’’34 but the widening of the bridge William Howatson and Jonathan Hilton were
following its rebuilding no doubt accounted for paid £39 for the provision of a temporary struc-
its holding. Whereas damage had been incurred ture. The advertisement led to John Wilson,
by the underground workings at Wylam colli- John Macvety and Joseph Palmer being
ery in 1771, in 1815 it was the surface workings appointed for the rebuilding work.42 Some
which were affected, ‘‘the cast-iron railway of uncertainty follows: it is possible that progress
Wylam colliery [being damaged with] a great was unduly slow; that the new bridge collapsed;
part of it entirely destroyed’’.35 or the contractors failed. Whatever the reason,

The flood of 1815 caused the failure of it was not until July 1784 that the arch of the
bridges at Eals, Haydon Bridge, Glenwhelt and new bridge was ‘‘completely closed’’,43 its
Botcherby, near Carlisle, the last-named having builders not those earlier appointed.
‘‘entirely given way and no person can venture Proposals had been received from several
over it’’.36 Part of the bridge over the river contractors. John Parkin offered to build a
Irthing, on the road between Carlisle and bridge with two spans of 48 and 32ft for £300
Brampton, was carried away and damage was while Lowinger Maddison and Thomas Alan
sustained by the bridge then under construction each submitted proposals. Maddison offered to
over the river Eden at Carlisle37 where the piers build a bridge with two spans of 39ft for £220
were said to ‘‘stand on nothing but a friable ‘‘and Giv sufishont Bond for huplolging it for
pillar of sand’’;38 at Gilsland a wooden bridge seven years’’44 while Alan’s price was £380. If
was swept several miles downstream.39 Unlike built as a single span of 63ft, Maddison’s price
the post-flood events of 1771, however, there would be £330 and Alan’s £350. John Gaskin
do not appear to have been the same measures and Thomas Gowling – later with John Turner
taken for the relief of those who suffered. and William Robinson – had estimated the cost

at £199 and John Threlkeld at £270. In July
1784 Gaskin and Gowling were paid £70 ‘‘due
upon completion of the Arch over the riverREBUILDING THE BRIDGES ON THE

RIVER TYNE AND ITS TRIBUTARIES Tyne at Alston’’45 and were later paid the bal-
ance of the cost, possibly for a structure of 63ft
span. Alternatively the bridge could have beenThe 1771 flood did not affect all three rivers

equally and it was the Tyne bridges, here of 66ft span with a width of 12ft, built in
accordance with an extant drawing and speci-described in order from the river’s source,

which suffered the greatest damage in that the fication,46 possibly by Francis Murray*, then
the County’s bridge surveyor.only one which survived was that at Corbridge

where, during the flood, ‘‘some persons late in Repairs to this new bridge, ‘‘a high stone
bridge with one arch’’,47 although not specified,the night stood upon the bridge and washed

their hands in the rolling river . . .’’.40 Other were required by 1816 and the bridge was
replaced by the present structure in 1835.than that at Newcastle, which fell between 2
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Eals Greenhead (Glenwhelt)

The Tipalt Burn at Greenhead, or Glenwhelt,Records indicate that a timber bridge had been
is crossed by a bridge originally built with thebuilt at Eals in 1709 but that destroyed by the
Military Road, completed in 1757; it wasflood was relatively new. In 1765 the Northum-
destroyed in 1761 and was subsequentlyberland Justices had considered that a bridge at
rebuilt.55 In 1771 the bridge formed a part ofEals was ‘‘absolutely necessary [as the ford was]
the ‘Grand Road’ from Newcastle to Carlisledangerous to Travellers and their Lives fre-
and was not then the responsibility of thequently in Hazard’’.48 The bridge then built
County, as a result of which details of thehad two arches and had possibly been con-
rebuilding after its destruction have not beenstructed by Joseph Railton;49 it seems to have
located. Proposals for its reconstruction, how-become the responsibility of the Northumber-
ever, were sought in June 1772, it being thenland Justices only in 1784 and its destruction in
noted that the bridge was ‘‘broke down by the1771 is not recorded in the Quarter Sessions
great flood’’.56 The replacement structure com-records although it is noted elsewhere.50 Hav-
prised two unequal spans, one of which fell ining been rebuilt it was again destroyed in 181551
the flood of 1815. Thanks to the assiduity ofafter a period of almost continuous repairs.
‘‘T. Forrester, deputy surveyor of the military
road’’57 it was then replaced within a week by a
timber structure able to carry all traffic.

Featherstone

The 1771 flood carried away the Northumber- Ridley Hall
land County’s bridge at Featherstone but it was

A bridge at Ridley Hall was completed by thenot until 1779 that proposals for its rebuilding
Lowes family, local landowners, in 1764 and itwere sought; responses to the advertisement
had come under the jurisdiction of the Countywere slow in forthcoming. In 1780, however,
only shortly before its destruction in 1771. Ten-designs for a new bridge were prepared by
ders for its rebuilding were first sought in 177558Jonathan Pickernell*, County Bridge Surveyor
but it is not known if a replacement bridge wasfrom 1776, and work was begun in the same then built as in August 1779 proposals wereyear. The contractors were Isaac Dodds and again sought. A design was prepared by Picker-Thomas Allen who agreed to build the bridge nell and work was begun in 1780. The con-

for £548; it was completed by January 1782.52 tractors were Dodds and Allen and it would
Alone in the local press the Newcastle Chronicle seem that Pickernell’s design was for a three-
reported its destruction as having taken place a span structure.59 Like its predecessor, it also
second time on 10 March 178253 but it retracted was swept away, this time in 1782 after having
this statement three weeks later. It is possible, stood for only ten months. Some five years
however, that some damage was sustained as later, Robert Mylne* was asked to submit a
on 14 April 1790 the Quarter Sessions Orders design for the foundations of a new bridge, he
record that Dodds and Allen were paid ‘‘in full and the Newcastle architect, David Stephen-
for the balance remaining due to them for son*,60 becoming responsible for supervising
rebuilding the said Bridge and supporting the its construction. In 1786, under the direction of
same for 7 years’’,54 so implying that the bridge Robert Thompson*, from 1781 surveyor for
had actually been completed in 1783. Alternat- the County’s southern bridges, exploratory
ively, there might simply have been a delay in borings were undertaken by Thomas and
administrative procedures. The present bridge George Rawling, coal borers of Whickham,
crosses the river South Tyne by means of a who had already carried out similar work in
single span of 80ft but details of the earlier relation to bridge reconstruction at Newcastle,

Chollerford and Haydon Bridge. Two yearsstructure are not known.
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later, ‘‘proposals for rebuilding the Superstruc- form part of the Act. The new bridge was
designed by Pickernell and, founded on rock,ture of the . . . Bridge’’61 were sought; drawings

could be inspected at Stephenson’s office in the three-span structure was completed by the
summer of 1782 having cost £733.68Newcastle.

At Easter 1789, William Johnson* – surveyor
for the county’s northern bridges – and Thomp-
son were instructed to complete the founda-

Haydon Bridgetions ‘‘to the Plan delivered by Mr.Mylne and
to prepare Stones and Materials for the super- Two of the six spans of this bridge, owned by
structure of the same Bridge according to the the County, fell in the flood of 1771 and repairs
Plan now delivered by the said . . . Thompson would seem to have been effected with some
and . . . Johnson’’.62 The foundation stone, ‘‘at expedition. Thomas and George Rawling car-
the depth of nine feet below the surface’’,63 was ried out site investigation work and a contract
laid on 20 August 1789 by John Lowes, upon for the rebuilding of the bridge was arranged in
whom at least some responsibility for the bridge July 1772.69 At the same time George Brown*,
had devolved, as in spite of supervision by the then bridge surveyor, was paid £81 16s 9d for
County, some payments for the bridge’s con- unspecified work on the bridges at Haydon and
struction were made directly to him, he presum- Chollerford. Presumably under his direction,
ably paying the craftsmen involved. The two- Lowinger Maddison and his partners, Thomas
span bridge – both spans were of 67ft – was Layborn and Joseph Nicholson, then under-
completed in 1792 having cost the County took to rebuild the bridge by 26 May 1773 for
£1100.64 £1350. After this latter date John Fryer*, a

Newcastle surveyor, was paid £8 13s 4d ‘‘for
drawing and copying plans of Haydon, Choll-Cupola Bridge, Whitfield
erford and Bolton bridges’’.70 With work in
progress and the Tyne very swollen, ‘‘the centreA bridge over the river Allen at Whitfield had

been first completed in 1762, following a peti- frame of the new bridge, just beginning to be
built at Haydon Bridge [was] swept away in thetion that such a bridge ‘is much wanted and will

be of great use . . .’;65 the cost to the County current’’71 on 26 September 1772. The centrings
of the two new arches, said to have been of 78had been £300, this sum – approximating to

one half of the cost – having been paid to and 69ft span, were struck in August, it then
being commented that they were thought to beWilliam Ord, a local landowner. In 1765, how-

ever, ‘‘An Estimate of the Expence of Building ‘‘the finest and largest arches ever built in any
part of the river Tyne’’.72 At the Michaelmasa bridge of one arch 68 feet wide [span] over the

River Allon near Whitfield’’66 was presented to Sessions of 1773 the contractors were paid £100
for work on the bridge, later said to have beenOrd by William Newton, architect, quoting a

price of £288. Presumably the first bridge was the rebuilding of the south end; the final settle-
ment was made by January 1774.73By this time,destroyed and the second would seem either to

have been demolished or collapsed – probably however, further problems were being experi-
enced with the bridge’s structure: during theweakened by the 1771 flood – as by 1779,

following several advertisements in the press, it following summer Maddison received £60 14s
6d for investigating and repairing its north end,was decided by the Justices (by then the bridge’s

owners) to place a contract with William John- the damage later described as a ‘‘breach in the
Second Old Pier . . . and securing the founda-son and Thomas Forster, masons, to rebuild

the bridge ‘‘near where the Old Bridge lately tion thereof ’’.74
By the end of 1781 an Indictment had beenstood’’.67 In 1778 an Act of Parliament had

been obtained for turnpiking the road running laid regarding the condition of the bridge but
further damage was incurred by the Marchvia Whitfield between Alston and Summerrods

Bar, Hexham, although the bridge itself did not 1782 flood which destroyed one of the arches,
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although within two weeks a temporary cross- structure very soon after the flood. In the sum-
mer of 1772, Thomas and George Rawlinging was seemingly ‘‘finished for horses’’;75

wheeled traffic had to use a ford. Johnson, carried out boring work and Henry Atkinson
was paid some £16 for timber; by autumn, theForster and Allan, the undertakers, were

instructed to begin repairs within eight days (of stonemasons William Johnson and Thomas
Forster were at work, a contract having beenthe date of the 1782 Midsummer Sessions)

although in the following year reference was arranged in July.81 At this time Fryer was paid
25 guineas ‘‘for surveying and drawing plans ofagain made to a temporary bridge and it was

then noted that repairs had begun. the environs of Haydon, Hexham and Choller-
ford bridges and for drawing ConstructingEven these repairs appear to have left unre-

solved the well-being of the bridge and on 21 Plans of Haydon and Chollerford bridges’’;82
his drawings showed two designs with max-December 1806, ‘‘the middle arch of the bridge

. . . gave way and fell in (although already) in imum spans of 60 and 64ft, both with piled
foundations.83 The foundation stone for theso dangerous a state’’76 that it was intended to

have it repaired. In 1807 William Hall was paid bridge was laid on 12 September 177284 but
because of slow progress, in January 1774 the£200 for ‘‘expenditure towards making the tem-

porary bridge’’77 and was later paid a further contractors were arraigned before the Justices
and then promised to complete work by the£151. In the summer of 1807, however, John

Shaw and James Telford undertook to rebuild coming summer. The Newcastle Courant,
reporting the event, noted that the new bridgethe structure for a sum which was not to exceed

£1105. By Easter 1808 reference is made to was to be ‘‘more commodious in many respects,
particularly its width’’,85 increased from 11 towood from the bridge being recovered from the

river Tyne and in the summer of the same year 16ft. In spite of the promise, the last stone of
the bridge was not laid until April 1775.86it was noted that Shaw and Telford were

‘‘rebuilding three arches’’78 of the bridge. In Responsibility for its design is uncertain as the
bridge could have been designed by either John1810 repairs to foundations cost a further £424

and in 1813, because of its condition, William Wooler* or Fryer, or perhaps both, as in Janu-
ary 1777 Wooler was paid 40 guineas ‘‘for hisChapman*, an engineer practising in Newc-

astle, carried out an inspection. Trouble and Expences in Drawing Plans for
Hexham and Chollerford Bridges . . .’’.87 WithTwo spans were destroyed in 1815 and by

Easter 1816 consideration was being given to five arches varying from 41 to 56ft the bridge,
first estimated at £2500, had actually costagain rebuilding the bridge; the following year

it was agreed that two new arches, costing £536, £2707.88
were required. Within a year a further £136 had
been authorised and in 1819 assent was given

Hexhamfor up to £50 to be expended on immediate
repairs to the bridge; the next year a sum of ‘‘All our honours are now in the dust’’.89 These
£200 was spent. By 1824 the bridge had six words of John Smeaton* perhaps epitomise the
arches ‘‘very recently widened and thoroughly story of the Hexham bridges, whose history has
repaired’’79 and several years later it was stated been very fully covered by E. C. Ruddock,90
that the ‘‘arches stand on piles in a deep bed of S. M. Linsley91 and by Smeaton92 himself in his
gravel . . . securely defended by strong stone Reports. Nevertheless, for completeness, it is
penning, encased in a framework of timber’’.80 necessary to give an outline of the collapse of

the bridge extant in 1771 and its subsequent
rebuilding.

In 1756 a design for a bridge to cross theChollerford
river Tyne at Hexham had been prepared by
Smeaton but it was not built. Some 20 yearsAt Chollerford, the Northumberland Justices

began reconstruction work on the five-span later, however, another sponsored by Sir
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Walter Blackett and designed by John Gott* turn, should be piled at its edges.99 This expens-
ive proposal was not adopted and it is under-was built under the direction of George Brown;
standable that Wooler abandoned the work.it was of seven spans, the largest of 70ft. Opened
Pickernell, meanwhile, found an alternativeonly in September 1770, it was destroyed by the
site, approximately a mile downriver, where a1771 flood, Blackett forfeiting to the Northum-
new bridge could be built.berland Justices the sum of £3000, rather than

Under the aegis of Henry Errington, a prom-undertaking rebuilding.
inent local landowner, an Act of ParliamentSubsequently, a proposal was made by the
was obtained in May 1778,100 unusually speci-County for a replacement bridge on a site near
fying the dimensions of the structure and stipu-to that used earlier; a design with piled founda-
lating that the engineer should be Smeaton. Thetions and spans of up to 70ft93 was then pro-
bridge was to be 518ft between abutments, 18ftduced by Fryer. Smeaton and Wooler, jointly,
wide between parapets and the carriagewayhad declined to undertake the rebuilding of the
31ft above the normal level of the river. Smea-bridge but, in 1774, Wooler became involved;
ton’s design showed features very similar toat first he seems to have adopted Fryer’s design
those incorporated in his bridges at Cold-but later amended it. A formal agreement was
stream, Perth and Banff; its nine spans – eightdrawn up with Thomas Laybourne and Low-
segmental and one elliptical – ranged from 37inger Maddison to build a masonry bridge for
to 52ft. His original drawings showed abut-£5000 ‘‘according to a Plan drawn up by Mr.
ments and bankside piers on piles with theFryer and approved by John Wooler Esq’’94
bases of the other piers protected by ‘beton’,but it would seem that little progress was made.
masonry placed so as afford protection. TheRecurring notices in the Newcastle press, seek- central piers would be founded in caissons,ing contractors, would indicate that none was since to employ cofferdams would endanger thewilling to do the work and in April 1775 the integrity of the gravel crust,101 a feature

Justices ordered that the bridge be built by thought by Smeaton to be vital. In Parliament,
dayworks ‘‘under the direction and inspection the Bill’s opponents had stated that the location
of Mr.John Wooler and Mr.Jonathan Picker- of the proposed structure was dangerous on
nell’’,95 the latter brought in ‘‘as a proper per- account of the propensity of floods to move the
son to superintend the work’’;96 the materials river bed102 and, in fact, flash floods during
from the destroyed bridge would be made construction had the effect of causing Smeaton
available. to underpin damaged pier foundations with

Work had not proceeded beyond the first sheet piling, filling with rubble beneath the
pier when ground conditions led Wooler to piers.103
instigate more extensive site investigations. The last arch of the bridge was completed on
Undertaken by Pickernell they revealed that 15 October 1779, construction having ‘‘done
the underlying strata were completely unsuit- much honour to Mr.John Smeaton, Engineer,
able and he commented that it had been pos- for his good and masterly directions . . . and is
sible to push down an iron bar into the river also much to the credit of Mr. John Pickernell,
bed to a depth of 46ft, Wooler commenting that the Surveyor, for his steadiness and good con-
‘‘quicksand . . . cannot be deemed much better duct’’104 of the work. Completion was achieved
than a heap of chaff ’’.97 The strata found, in January 1781105 but the severe flood of 10
comprising a gravel bed underlain by running March 1782 so damaged the bridge that two
sand, forced Wooler to write, ‘‘very sagaciously arches and a pier collapsed completely and
and prophetically [that] whoever meddled with within half an hour only three arches remained,
a bridge there would burn their fingers’’.98 He ‘‘in a very tottering situation’’.106 Collapse was
added that the site should no longer be consid- probably due to the restriction in the waterway
ered unless the entire river bed were to be paved which had resulted from Smeaton’s decision to

use sheet piles; it was recorded that during thewith masonry laid over a timber raft which, in
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flood there had been a 4 or 5ft difference in Bishop of Durham. It had earlier been
described by Defoe as a ‘‘stately Stone Bridgewater level between the upper and lower sides

of the bridge and it was also noted that the piers of seven very great arches’’113 and at the time
of the flood was, with London Bridge, the only‘‘all fell against the current’’.107 Failure of the

bridge was commented on by a correspondent such structure incorporating houses. For the
Bishop, Smeaton had inspected the southernwriting to the Newcastle Chronicle: ‘‘To make a

bridge withstand the violence of the flood . . . is section of the bridge in 1769 and, for the Cor-
poration, the northern part in 1771.114 Hisimpossible here, without framing and penning

across the river, which might be done for about report to the Bishop led to repairs being put in
hand in July 1770,115 mainly involving the£600 and might in all probability have been the

saving of 3 or 4000L’’.108 replacement by masonry of the timber beams
inserted to fill the site of an earlier drawbridge.The destruction of the bridge led to a long

involved legal battle and to Errington forfeiting On the morning of 17 November 1771 the
full effects of the inundation were apparent in£4000 to the County rather than becoming

responsible for rebuilding. Eventually Mylne, Newcastle where it could be seen that the centre
span and two others at the Gateshead end ofretained by the County Justices, advised that it

could be rebuilt but he would seem to have the bridge had fallen. Further falls occurred on
29 and 30 November: ‘‘The whole range ofplayed little further part in the work. Recon-

struction was undertaken by the County and it shops and houses on both sides . . . was now
entirely demolished’’116 on the Bishop’s sectionwas under Johnson and Thompson that work

was begun in 1789 and completed in 1795 of the structure. The failure was reported upon,
jointly, by Smeaton and Wooler in 1772117 andalthough the structure had been passable for

pedestrian traffic from September 1793.109 eventually led to Wooler, described as ‘‘an
engineer under Government’’,118 beingSmeaton’s superstructure design was adopted

for the rebuilding but with different and more retained by the Corporation and Mylne, having
recently completed Blackfriars bridge, by thesecure foundations. For their ‘‘extraordinary

trouble, care and attention’’110 both Johnson Bishop. A joint report was submitted by the two
men in January 1772 and Mylne wrote a furtherand Thompson received an ex gratia payment

of £50 together with a significant increase in paper in March; Wooler presented his com-
their salaries, from £25 to £40 p.a. The present ments on it the following month. In summary,
structure, which cost c.£7500, occupies the site because of the view taken by the Bishop, the
of Smeaton’s bridge but is founded on a piled Right Reverend John Egerton, it was agreed
timber platform extending across the width of that the replacement structure should be on the
the river.111 The existing superstructure is original site although Wooler had at first pro-
identical to Smeaton’s design; the roundels are posed a location a little upstream. Mylne sub-
purely a decorative feature. sequently became responsible for the rebuilding

Smeaton was deeply scarred by the failure of of the southern three arches and Wooler for the
his bridge, which he did not live to see com- northern six. The maximum span of the arches
pleted, and after its collapse he wrote that he was 57Dft.
was ‘‘unwilling to injure his reputation . . . in The destruction of the bridge led to Fryer,
attempting another bridge at Hexham upon a until this time a Newcastle schoolmaster, being
limited sum . . . remembering that a burnt child retained to carry out surveys of the damage to
dreads the fire’’.112 the bridge and of the river bed itself. His investi-

gations revealed that as a result of high water
velocities through the arches, scouring hadNewcastle deepened the river downstream of the bridge;
at low tide, depths of water upriver were fourThe major bridge of those destroyed was Newc-
feet in contrast to a downriver depth 24ft.119astle, its six northern arches owned by Newc-

astle Corporation and the three southern by the Another schoolmaster with whom Fryer had
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been associated was Charles Hutton* and, as a but it was of short duration as the new bridge
was opened in April 1781, after which the tim-result of the destruction of the bridge, he wrote

and published in 1772 The Principles of Bridges, ber structure was removed, the piles cut off at
river-bed level and the materials sold, all undera significant book on bridge design; soon after-

wards he became Professor of Mathematics at the direction of Wooler.129 So impressed with
the work was the Mayor of Newcastle, Johnthe Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.120

Before permanent reinstatement took place, Erasmus Blackett, that it was ordered that the
workmen be given six guineas ‘‘to regale them-however, an Act of Parliament was obtained

for a temporary timber bridge; pile-driving for selves on the joyful occasion’’.130 The new
bridge was at first without parapets on theits foundations began in July 1772121 and it was

completed in October 1772 by John Stephen- southern section because the Bishop considered
that his responsibility lay only with the struc-son, a Newcastle carpenter, to whom the Newc-

astle Courant gave great credit for his work; the ture; as houses had existed formerly, without
the provision of parapets, he considered himselftemporary bridge was opened with a ‘‘proces-

sion through the town, preceded by music and not now responsible for providing them. The
Newcastle Chronicle thought otherwise andcolours’’.122

Mylne had employed Messrs Rawlings to considered that it would be ‘‘a capital ornament
to the town, to compleat the superstructurecarry out site investigation work and construc-

tion of the northern section of the permanent with stone balusters, in the manner of
Westminster bridge’’;131 solid parapets werebridge was at first undertaken by a Newcastle

stonemason, Edward Hutchinson, credited eventually provided.
Almost as soon as it was built the bridge waswith being the first person to suggest that the

river should be crossed by a bridge at a high criticised as being insufficiently wide. In answer
to a request made by the Corporation of Newc-level;123 after his death in 1780, his foreman,

John Reed, acted for the Corporation. The astle, in December 1800 a drawing was pre-
sented to it by Thomas Wilson* (fig. 3),Bishop’s southern section was rebuilt by Rob-

ert Shout, snr, bridge surveyor for the North responsible with Rowland Burdon for the
building of the Wearmouth bridge at Sun-Riding of Yorkshire from 1757 until 1765 and

a stonemason by trade.124 His involvement was derland.132 It showed his proposals for
widening the bridge by means of cast-iron arch-not of long duration as his death three months

into the contract led to its being continued by ing, spanning from the existing piers and form-
ing new footways; his estimate for the work washis three sons.

Masons and carpenters were sought in April £4685. Within three weeks – again at the Cor-
poration’s behest – comments on this design1773 for the building of the ‘‘Stone Bridge’’125

and the first stone of the southern arches was were made by William Chapman and David
Stephenson, whose father had built the tempor-laid in October 1774 followed by that for the

northern section in April 1775. The first of the ary bridge. Their proposal was that the
widening would be in masonry, in form similarsouthern arches was closed in July 1775126 but,

during 1777, further masons were sought by the to Wilson’s scheme; their estimate was
£2661.133 Their views were based on the 1798Shout brothers, both for the Newcastle bridge

and for that over the river Derwent at Swalwell. widening of the bridge crossing the river Med-
way at Rochester where masonry had been usedThe final arch of the Newcastle section was

closed on 13 September 1779, ‘‘on which occa- rather than cast iron.
In 1801 an Act of Parliament was obtainedsion, the Corporation gave the workmen a

plentiful dinner and a hearty regale . . . to which for the work, to be undertaken ‘‘by building
on, and projecting from the salient angles ofthey proceeded with music and colours fly-

ing’’.127 In 1780 Wooler found it necessary to the said bridge, stone arches of such dimensions
as to give . . . the additional width of twelve feetplace a weight limit of approximately a ton on

the temporary bridge, then ‘‘much decayed’’128 at the least’’.134 In addition to having executed
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Fig. 3 Thomas Wilson’s design for widening Newcastle bridge by means of cast-iron arches, 1800. [By
permission of Tyne and Wear Archives Service: TWAS 612/325]

Fig. 4 Newcastle bridge as widened by David Stephenson in 1801. [J. C. Bruce, ‘‘The Three Bridges over the
Tyne at Newcastle.’’ AA2, 10 (1885), 1.]
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the design, Stephenson became responsible for contract to John Wooler of Frosterley, mason,
and John Nicholson of Wolsingham, joiner.the bridge’s construction, in 1802 entering into

an agreement with the Corporation for building Ralph Day of West Auckland, mason, was
employed to supervise the work and construc-and upholding it for a period of seven years for

the sum of £3790.135 His work entailed the tion was completed in July 1815;139 the seg-
mental arches have spans of 52, 63 and 52ft.widening of the bridge from 21Dft to 33Dft by

forming additional arches to both faces, The bridge was probably designed by Ignat-
ius Bonomi*, a Durham architect appointed asattached to the original structure by iron

cramps; the use of the existing piers obviated bridge surveyor in 1813,140 but attribution of
the design is a little uncertain as he wasthe need for extensive river works and the modi-

fications were described as ‘‘an ingenious con- appointed only after advertisements for con-
struction had been placed. Bonomi’s bio-trivance’’.136 Widening had the effect of

eliminating the former refuges at each pier grapher, however, states that as he was
responsible for altering the line of the bridgewhilst the parapets, perhaps to lighten the

appearance, were partially balustraded (fig. 4). and its approaches, it is more than likely that
he changed the design, too.141 Payments to theThe widened bridge survived until replaced by

the Swing Bridge in 1876. builders of £41, £1572 and £2248 are recorded
for the years 1812, 1813 and 1814.142

REBUILDING THE BRIDGES ON THE WolsinghamRIVER WEAR
This bridge, with that at Witton-le-Wear, was

Bridges on the river Wear were not damaged as administered by the Durham Quarter Sessions
badly as those on the Tyne and, as on the and in 1772, after the destruction of both of
northern river, it has not been possible to estab- them, the County Justices agreed that they
lish a chronology of destruction although at should be rebuilt as they were then ‘‘intirely
Sunderland the peak of the flood wave occurred broken down, Ruinous and Prostrated by the
on Sunday at 2 am. As before, the river Wear late Dreadfull Flood’’.143 The pre-flood bridge
bridges are dealt with from the source of the at Wolsingham dated from 1723/4 when an
river. earlier structure had been destroyed by

floodwaters.144 It comprised five barrel
arches145 while its replacement – probablyFrosterley
designed by Robert Todd* – had two masonry
spans.146 The contractors appointed by theContemporary accounts of the 1771 flood note

the destruction of the bridge at Frosterley but Justices were John Johnson and Philip Todd,
both stonemasons from Wolsingham.147 Theirits loss is not confirmed by the Durham Quarter

Sessions: Orders, perhaps indicating that it was expedition was such that although the founda-
tion stone was laid only on 16 June, the centringthen privately owned. Although ‘‘its place was

for some time supplied by a wooden foot- for the arches was struck less than a year after
the flood, on 10 September 1772.148 Progressbridge’’137 it would seem that a permanent

bridge was built soon after the flood.138 The had not, however, been without incident. Work
had begun on striking the centring when afate of this structure is unknown but in

December 1812 an advertisement was placed ‘‘sudden fall of rain caused the river to rise to a
great height, and run with such rapidity as wasfor the rebuilding of the bridge, then fallen into

disrepair. A contract with Stephen Coulson dreadful to behold’’.149 Nevertheless, the strik-
ing was concluded safely and satisfactorily andwas drawn up – only for the agreement to be

rescinded as a result of his being unable to find was said to reflect very creditably on Joseph
Watson and Thomas Rain, carpenters fromsureties. The Durham Justices – by this time

responsible for the bridge – thereupon re-let the Wolsingham; the cost of rebuilding was £1100.
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Unspecified repairs were undertaken in 1778 swept away at the south end, a corner house’’154
and other property, as well as causing damageand a masonry bridge survived until 1894 when

the present steel structure, with a single span of to three (or four) arches of the bridge itself.155
In early 1772 it was ordered that material120ft, was erected.
blocking the arches be removed and the damage
immediately repaired but what was to be ofWitton-le-Wear greater benefit to the bridge’s well-being was
the decision made in 1800 to widen it. Initially,During the 1771 flood the river Wear had
this work was to be to the designs of Georgeformed a new channel to the South of the
Brown* but in February 1804 Brown wasbridge, so causing its collapse. As a County
charged with ‘‘widening altering and improv-bridge, the design of its replacement was prob-
ing’’156 the bridge to the designs of Christopherably undertaken by one of the Bridge Sur-
Ebdon*.veyors, Todd or John Bell*, a Durham

Advertisements for masons were placed inarchitect. Contractors for the rebuilding at Wit-
the Newcastle press157 and widening on theton comprised two joiners, William Ramshaw
upstream face of the bridge – to 30ft – wasand Matthew Low, of Ferryhill, and two
completed by the autumn of 1807. The costmasons, John and Thomas Todd, of Byers
entailed had been some £7000.158 Brown’sGreen.150 Built at a cost of £1000 the bridge
work, however, proved unsatisfactory and thesurvived only until October 1787 when it was
Justices instructed that the bridge be repairedlater reported that it was ‘‘intirely broken down
at the expense of its builder. Brown was notprostrated and ruinous’’.151 George Nichol-
able to undertake this work – it was noted thatson* was then instructed to provide designs and
he was ‘‘late of Durham’’159 – and his suretiesestimates and the rebuilding was undertaken by
were therefore instructed to carry out the workJohn Nicholson, carpenter, and Stephen Coul-
necessary; the outcome has not beenson, mason; both men were from Wolsingham
ascertained.and their tender was for £989.152

Completed by January 1789, the bridge fell
again three years later when the Newcastle
Courant – but not the Chronicle – reported in Durham: Prebends BridgeDecember 1792 that the southern abutment
had failed in a flood, causing the adjoining arch A bridge structure, dating from c.1700 and
to collapse. In view of the fact that no advertise- located some 100 yards upstream of the existing
ments for its rebuilding were published, bridge, was destroyed in the 1771 flood and the
coupled with the absence of comment in the present Prebends Bridge was built to replace it.
Durham Quarter Sessions: Orders, it could well As owners of the bridge, the Durham Dean and
be that repairs were undertaken by the earlier Chapter agreed in 1772 to realise some £3000
contractors as part of their maintenance from the sale of standing timber at Muggles-
responsibilities. The bridge was later described wick and Hollingside160 to finance construction
as ‘‘a good, substantial structure of two and the bridge was built under the direction of
arches’’153 with spans of 56ft and 68ft. George Nicholson*, architect to the Dean and

Chapter. After taking advice from Mylne as to
the location and form of the bridge, NicholsonDurham: Elvet Bridge
put work in hand and the foundation stone was
laid on 17 Aug 1772 with a grand processionThis bridge, administered by the Durham Just-

ices, was originally erected by Bishop Pudsey and an ‘‘excellent sermon’’.161
Between 1772 and 1778 payments were madec.1170 with 14 arches but was later rebuilt and

in 1771 comprised 10 arches with a maximum to Nicholson to enable him to carry out the
work, presumably using directly employedspan of 32ft. At the time of the flood ‘‘the river

meeting with obstructions at Elvet Bridge, it labour and/or contractors, although no
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accounts from the latter are recorded. The pay- and, after repair, the bridge continued in use
until a replacement was erected in 1830.168ments made were as follows: 1772, £1450; 1775,

£790; 1776, £420; 1777, c. £450; 1778, £133.162
Towards the completion of the bridge, in Barnard Castle1777 or 1778, a sum of five guineas was paid to

‘‘Mr.Wooler for his Survey of the Bridge’’163 During the flood it had been possible to touch
and in 1784 the bridge was inspected by another the water of the river Tees from the bridge, the
engineer, John Rennie; he was not then parapets of which were destroyed although the
impressed by its workmanship although he two arches were not affected. The retaining
thought the bridge ‘‘a very decent piece of walls, however, were damaged and the south
Architecture’’.164 The bridge was opened on 11 causeway was carried away, ladders being
Apr 1778: ‘‘the design and workmanship of it required to get off the bridge as a result of a
reflect great credit to the builder, Mr.George 12ft level difference.169 A temporary bridge was
Nicholson’’.165 quickly erected by John Peacock* and perman-

The bridge comprises three semicircular ent repairs, to the design of John Carr*, were
masonry spans, each of some 67ft with the put in hand by John Parkin and George Bran-
voussoirs and lower parts of the piers rustic- son in autumn 1772.170 The parapets were
ated. The parapets are part balustraded on a repaired under Nicholson in 1780, further work
corbel course. The height of the deck above the was undertaken in 1785 and in c.1798 the bridge
river is 40ft and the width between parapets is was ‘‘repaired and widened by successive tiers
18ft 6ins. of closed arches’’.171 The bridge was the prop-

erty of the North Riding of Yorkshire.

REBUILDING THE BRIDGES ON THE GilmonbyRIVERS TEES AND GRETA
The North Riding’s bridge at Gilmonby, cross-

In 1771 the bridges in the river Tees catchment ing the river Greta and recorded as having been
did not suffer to nearly the same extent as those destroyed by the flood,172 had been repaired
on the river Tyne. At Barnard Castle the peak only in 1769. A single span bridge with a two-
of the flood was noted as occurring during ring arch of some 30ft span and a width of ten
Saturday evening while at Yarm it was at 8 am feet, was built as a replacement in 1772173 but
on Sunday. Although the bridge at Yarm was details have not been located, other than the
itself undamaged, its subsequent history has fact that ‘‘Robert Wensley, Gent’’174 was paid
nevertheless been included here since its modi- £18 7s 6d for repairs in 1772 and John Parkin
fication was a direct result of the flood. received £60 for further work in 1782.175

RutherfordWynch Bridge

Supposedly the oldest suspension bridge in Following the destruction of the earlier two-
span North Riding County bridge, built inEurope, this privately-owned structure crossing

the river Tees had been built in 1741 and com- c.1750 over the river Greta, John Peacock was
instructed by the Justices in February 1772176prised a single span of 60ft with a width of some

two feet and the deck laid directly upon the to inspect Rutherford and Barnard Castle
bridges and report on their condition. Sub-chains; it was restrained by further chains con-

necting the deck to the rock faces of the 60ft sequently Robert Shout, jnr, of Helmsley was
successful in obtaining the contract fordeep chasm below.166 In the 1771 flood the

south end of the bridge was lifted from its rebuilding the former structure.177 Designed by
Carr, the replacement bridge was of 78ft spanmoorings167 but no details of its repair have

been located. One of the chains broke in 1802 and costs totalled £450.178
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Greta Bridge flood water and so reduce the risk of future
floods inundating the town. Their report

Following the destruction of the old bridge over recommended that as the bridge was ‘‘not
the river Greta, whose rebuilding had been sufficient to admit the water which has been
contemplated in both 1766 and 1770, a tempor- wont and should pass through the same’’,184 a
ary structure was built by Peacock in February 40ft arch be provided on the north bank. It was
1772.179 John Sawrey Morritt, owner from not until 1785, however, that a ‘‘new arch’’185
1770 of the adjoining Rokeby Park, gave up of some 60ft was inserted at the north end of
land to enable bridge works to proceed but the the bridge by Appleton Bennison, the span
rebuilding caused some dispute as to road made semicircular for the better passage of
alignment. The permanent bridge was designed floods; the design of the new work was by
for the North Riding of Yorkshire by Carr – Carr.
appointed as Bridge Surveyor in 1772 – and Yarm bridge, as early as 1765, had been
comprises a single span of some 74ft with a considered by the bridge authorities of the two
recessed arch ring, balustrade and a width of counties as being too narrow.186 As a replace-
17ft; it was built on oak piles by John and ment, it was decided to adopt an iron bridge
William Peacock and was completed in 1773 at with a span of 180ft, to the design of Thomas
a cost of £850.180 As a result of its proximity to Wilson (fig. 5) who had been responsible for
Rokeby Park the bridge is decorated with the erection of the iron bridge at Sunderland in
niches and roundels, but only on the side facing 1796. The new bridge was to be an exact replica
the house. of Wilson’s Staines bridge – problems there had

not then become apparent – and construction
began in September 1803,187 the site immedi-

Yarm ately to the west of the original structure.188
The contractor for the masonry work wasThe inhabitants of Yarm were warned of the
Thomas Wheldon, of Nether Silton, his tenderimpending flood by the Rector of Hurworth,
having totalled £2420; Wilson’s price for thethe Rev. George Bramwell, who despatched a
ironwork – by Walkers of Rotherham189 – wasmessenger by horse to inform the town down-
£5570.190 As justification for the use of iron,stream that the river Tees was rising alarmin-
Peacock, by then deputy surveyor for the Northgly.181 The river rose so as to flood the town to
Riding, reported that it would cost £7000 toa depth of 15ft but the medieval bridge, built
widen the old bridge or £14000 to build a newc.1400, survived the onslaught. Such was the
stone structure.191damage caused in the town, where every house

Modifications to the design were made dur-was under water and the church flooded to a
ing construction, among them the use of ver-depth of 9ft, that the decision was made to alter
tical struts in the spandrels in place of circles.192the bridge so as to permit it to pass greater
As the result of a flood during construction, itvolumes of water. John Shout, ordered by the
was decided to raise the masonry abutments byJustices to undertake the minor repairs needed,
five feet so as to lift the arches’ springing aboverecommended that the bridge be improved by
flood level193 but, nevertheless, completion waswidening the north arch from 24 to 46ft and
effected in September 1805 when success to thebuilding a new north land arch of 20ft;182 this
bridge’s future was toasted with due ceremony,was not implemented, however, and repairs
despite the fact that the southern approach waswere undertaken by Shout on a dayworks
still unfinished. On 13 January 1806 the iron-basis.183
work of the bridge collapsed, failure blamed –In April 1773 the Durham and North Riding
as at Staines in 1803 – on inadequatebridge authorities – Yarm bridge was jointly
abutments.194owned – ordered their two surveyors, Bell and

As would be expected, recriminations fol-Carr, to inspect the bridge with a view to pro-
viding an additional arch to assist dispersal of lowed. Reports on the failure were prepared by
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Fig. 5 The cast-iron bridge at Yarm, designed by Thomas Wilson; it collapsed in 1806 before being opened to
traffic. [J. Graves, The History and Antiquities of Cleveland (Carlisle, 1808)]

Wilson, Ebdon, and Peacock. A committee of the committee expressed the hope that the
surveyors would ‘‘guard their Professionalfour – one of whom was David Stephenson –

was established to investigate the failure and, Reputation . . . with more Caution in future,
and not suffer themselves to be trifled with byafter viewing the site and considering the sub-

missions, it made known its findings in May ignorant Deputies or negligent Con-
tractors’’.1971806. It concluded that the cause of failure was

the insufficiency of the south abutment to ‘‘res- Wheldon was the only contractor to tender
for rebuilding work but his price of £10,000 wasist the great lateral pressure of the Arch’’195 and

although Wilson had inspected the masonry, he not accepted198 and the ironwork was sold in
six-ton lots, realising £1353. Carr had refusedhad gone ahead with construction. It was con-

sidered regrettable that Ebdon, through ill- to use the abutments for another iron bridge
and all remnants of Wilson’s bridge were there-health, had not given full attention to the work

and that Peacock had not stopped construction upon removed and the original masonry bridge
widened on its downstream side to a total ofafter he had found the abutments to be insuffi-

cient: ‘‘In short, the real and proper Survey of 35ft in 1807.199 In view of foundation problems
it was decided to build the piers and abutmentsthis work has been neglected, from the Parties

depending too much on each other, and upon by dayworks under an inspector resident at
Yarm and then complete the arches by con-the Contractors’’.196 The report concluded

that a stone bridge was to be preferred and tract.200 The iron bridge had cost £8000.201
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CONCLUSION unjustified as the collapse had been the result
of abutment failure rather than shortcomings
in the ironwork. Apart from a small estateDuring the 45 year period considered, a score

of bridges in the North East had been built, bridge at Alnwick, designed by David Stephen-
son, no other iron bridge was built in the Northrebuilt, substantially repaired or widened. As a

result of three floods, greater than anything East until the Stockton and Darlington Rail-
way erected its crossing of the river Gaunless inexperienced since, bridges had collapsed or had

been swept away by river action. Failure had 1825. From that time masonry would no longer
be the only material to be considered for futurebeen caused either by overturning as a result of

blockage of the arches or by the undermining bridge structures; iron would become a com-
mon material for both suspension and archof the foundations; collapse could well have

been further caused or exacerbated by poor bridges.
maintenance. All three causes of failure were to
be ameliorated in the rebuilding which
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Other than the Wynch bridge, all those
destroyed or damaged in 1771 were of masonry, APPENDIX
the maximum span involved being some 80ft.
Looking to the future, however, the cast-iron Note: Brief biographical details are given below
Wearmouth bridge of 1796, only the second of some of the consultants and surveyors, etc.,
such structure to be built in England, boasted a mentioned in the article. Where their names
span of 236ft and it is interesting to note that appear in the text of the article they are followed
iron, still a relatively new material in this by an asterisk (*).
application, was so early considered for use at
Newcastle, if only for widening purposes. The Consultantscollapse of the iron bridge at Yarm in 1806
perhaps led to a lack of confidence in that Chapman, William, MIRA (1749–1832), resid-
material; in 1808 it was recorded that the fail- ent in Newcastle, civil engineer.
ure, ‘‘from whatever cause it might proceed, is Fryer, John (1745/6–1825) of Newcastle,
a proof that something is yet wanting in the schoolmaster and land surveyor.
construction of iron-arches to ensure that per- Gott, John (1720–1789) of Woodhall, York-
manence and durability, which the experience shire, bridge surveyor and stonemason.
of ages affords in favour of stone-bridges’’.202 Hutton, Charles, FRS (1737–1823) of New-

castle, schoolmaster and mathematician.This comment, however, was perhaps
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Mylne, Robert, FRS (1733–1811) of Edin- Durham County Bridge Surveyors
burgh, civil engineer and architect.

Bell, John (d.1784), architect of Durham: Sur-Smeaton, John, FRS (1724–1792) of Aus-
veyor for north of County, 1765–1784.thorpe, near Leeds, civil engineer.
Todd, Robert (d.1776), stonemason of ByersStephenson, David (1757–1819) of Newcastle,
Green: Surveyor for south part of County,architect.
1770–1776.Wilson, Thomas (1751–1820) of Sunderland,
Nicholson, George (1736–1793), stonemasonschoolmaster and engineer.
and architect of Durham: appointed SurveyorWooler, John (d.1783), civil and military
for south of County in 1776 but took overengineer.
whole area in 1784.
Ebdon, Christopher (d.1813?): Surveyor
1793–1813; appointed to whole County withCumberland County Bridge Surveyors
two assistants; held post solely from c.1805.
Richardby, Thomas, joiner and cabinetmaker:[Until 1775 the High Constables of the five

County Wards, all described as ‘Gent’, acted as assistant to Ebdon, 1793–1794.
Brown, George, 1793–c.1805, stonemason ofBridge Surveyors for their own areas.]

Murray, Francis, stonemason: Surveyor Durham: assistant to Ebdon, 1805–1813?
Bonomi, Ignatius (1787–1870), architect of1775–1787.

Stephenson, Thomas: Surveyor 1787–1797. Durham: Surveyor for whole County,
1813–1850.Jackson, Richard: Surveyor 1797–1804.

Borrowscale, Joseph, stonemason: Surveyor
Western Area, 1804–1817. North Riding of Yorkshire Bridge Surveyors
Stubbs, Joseph: Surveyor Eastern Area,

[Appointment of Bridge Surveyor appears to1804–1809.
have lapsed before 1771]Sanderson, William: Surveyor Eastern Area,
Carr, John (1723–1807), architect of York:1809–1829.
County Bridge Surveyor, 1772–1803.
King, Henry (d.1789), stonemason of Ripon:
Deputy Surveyor, 1773–1789.Northumberland County Bridge Surveyors
Peacock, John (d.1807?), stonemason of

Brown, George: Surveyor, 1765–1776. Dishforth: Deputy Surveyor, 1789–1803 and
Pickernell, Jonathan (1738–1812) of Surveyor from 1803.
Hampshire: Surveyor, 1776–1781. Peacock, Matthew: appointed Deputy Sur-
Thompson, Robert (1742–1806), innkeeper veyor, 1803.
and stonemason of Hexham: Surveyor of South Foss, John: appointed Surveyor, 1807.
District, 1781–1803.
Harle, John (d.1788?) of Bavington: Surveyor REFERENCES
of North District, 1781–1788.

AbbreviationsJohnson, William (1730–1807), innkeeper and
CRO: Cumbria Record Office, Carlislestonemason of Stamfordham: Surveyor of
DRO: Durham County Record OfficeNorth District, 1788–1802.
NRO: Northumberland County Record OfficeDodds, Isaac: Surveyor of North District,
NYRO: North Yorkshire County Record Office1802–1803.
TWAS: Tyne and Wear Archive ServiceHall, William, stonemason of Stamfordham: NCL: Newcastle City Library

Surveyor of South District, 1803–1809. NQSO: (Northumberland) Quarter Sessions:
Hall, John: Surveyor of North District, Orders
1804–1817. DQSO: (Durham) Quarter Sessions: Orders
Robson, George, of Cartington: Surveyor of NYQS: (North Yorkshire) Quarter Sessions:

Minute and Order BookSouth District, 1809–1818.
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